The Pinnacle of Life – Chapter 1191

Bennett Melvis was the Divine Constabulary’s person in charge in Alaska. His role was equivalent to that of
an office manager. Bennett was also the eldest son of the Divine Constabulary’s president, Geronimo Melvis.
He was born to Geronimo and his first wife, Ruby Lamar. In reality, Bennett’s cultivation wasn’t weak either.
He was a half-stepped Grandmaster.

However, he didn’t like to put himself in danger. In fact, he didn’t even like being out under the sun or rain.
All he liked to do was stay in the office. Whenever he was free, he’d drink a little alcohol and tease his female
secretary. As a result, his stomach had gotten so big that one might mistake him as a woman who’d been
pregnant for five months.

Right then, his secretary walked in wearing a sexy skirt that exposed her thighs. She had thick makeup on, and
her eyes were beautiful.

“Mr. Melvis!” The woman walked in without even knocking on the door. After entering, she closed the door
behind her.

With a document holder in her hands, she leaned over and handed the document holder over to Bennett. “One
of the local Divine Constabulary branches sent over a fascinating document. Would you like to have a look?”
she asked.

“What document?” Bennett asked while he sat on his chair. He wasn’t looking at the document holder. Instead,
he was smiling, staring at the female secretary’s collar.

With one of her hands pressed against the table and her upper body bent over, Bennett could see her attractive
physique under her clothes. How could he still pay attention to the document?

“A battle took place on a certain lake in California!” She exclaimed.

“Oh? Was it an intense battle?” Bennett asked.

“Very intense!” She replied.

When the female secretary spoke, her body bounced a little.

Suddenly, Bennett was even more pleased. He was practically drooling. “I love intense battles. Silvia, hurry
up and take it out. I want to take a closer look,” he said while smiling.

“Mr. Bennett, where are you looking? I feel as if you’re looking through me like I’m not wearing any
clothes,” the secretary, Silvia, murmured.

Bennett retracted a little. “Erm… I was just looking at your clothes. You’re dressed unusually nice today. If
you pulled it aside a little more… Oh, I mean, hurry up and open the document holder. I want to have a look
at the document inside.”

Only then did Silvia open the document to show him. “I heard that experts at the Grandmaster rank of
cultivation showed up in California to fight on a lake. There was a huge commotion, and it even caused a lot
of injuries and casualties among ordinary citizens who were watching the battle around the lake.”

“A battle between Grandmasters?” Bennett was stunned for a moment. Only then did he realize the severity of
the situation, and he quickly looked at the document.

However, there weren’t any names of the people involved in the battle on the document.

“D*mn! Which jerk sent this document over? It’s a complete mess, and nothing is clear on it! Is this a novel?
These are all baseless adjectives. What on earth are ‘hundred foot tall water columns’ and ‘giant palms on the
lake’? Shall I add ‘God’s Palm’ to it too?”

Bennett yelled before slamming the document against the desk.

The document was nowhere near as pleasant to look at as… The female secretary!

Right then, the female secretary took out a USB flash drive. “Sir, there’s also a video of it here. Would you
like to have a look?”

“Oh, there’s also a video. Let’s have a look!” Bennett pointed at a mechanical box below his feet. “The USB
flash drive’s jack is down there. Help me to plug it into the jack. I’m too buff. It’s a little troublesome to bend
over,” Bennett said.

Was he buff?

It looked more like he was pregnant!

The female secretary placed her hands on her hips before circling to bend over. After that, she carefully
plugged the USB flash drive into the USB jack.

When Bennett looked at the female secretary from behind, he nearly felt something exploding inside him. He
gently pressed his body against hers.

Once the female secretary was done plugging in the USB flash drive, he intentionally shoved her a little.

The female secretary knocked her head against the desk, and she subconsciously backed away. As she did so,
she fell against Bennett’s body. Bennett grabbed hold of her tightly. “Silvia, are you alright? Why are you so
careless? Did you get hurt? Here, let me rub it for you,” he said thoughtfully.

The female secretary half heartedly pushed him away, but she also allowed him to do as he pleased. Soon, the
two were glued to each other.

This was all part of Bennett’s daily life.

He’d use all sorts of methods to have romantic encounters with his female colleagues.

